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The Western Balkans region has again became the hotspot that separates
Russia and the west: Russia which intents to project power in the region,
in one side, and the west which intents to expend futher the goodgovernance principles through the integration process, on the other.
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Introduction

T

he rejection that was made by the former
pro-Russian regime of President
Yanukovych's, to the Brussels agreement
on fostering closer ties with Ukraine's political
and economic shpere, was due to the great
Russian pressure. Russia insisted on signing,
instead, the Treaty on Ukrainian membership in
Euro-Asian bloc. This bloc was newly created by
Russia in the composition of which are some
former USSR countries: Byelorussia, Russia,
Kazakhstan, Armenia and Kyrgyzstan.
The refusal to signing the agreement with the
West prompted President Yanukovych to face
major series of demonstrations by the so-called
Euro-Meidan protestors. Demonstrations aimed
the opposite of what Russia insisted – that
Ukraine take the direction to the West, instead.
As a result, the regime of Yanukovich collapsed.
This classic revolution then led to a situation
which produced geo-political eﬀects. It followed
with the invasion and annexation of Crimea.
Later, in the name of preserving the rights of
ethnic Russian citizens, Russia's initiative helped
armed pro-Russian rebels' resistance against
Ukrainian authorities. Ukraine, as a geostrategic
hotspot within the border separating the two
great geo-political poles has become, again, a
battle ield between these poles.
This con lict, which many international relations
analysts refere to as the Cold War II, has tensed
the situation in the international political
system. Now the battle is focused on each area
where geo-political poles see an interest to gain
ground and exert their in luence. One of these
areas is the region where we live - the Balkans.
In an analysis that was developed by the Russian
Council on International Aﬀairs, it stresses the
necessity of increasing Russian in luence
through the so-called "soft power". The report
emphasizes the importance that major Russian
companies, always in coordination with the
Russian Federation, should give attention to
strengthening their economic impact in order to
factorize Russia politically and diplomatically.¹

Herzegovina, Macedonia and Kosovo, through its
tensed northern territory. I.e. in Montenegro,
1/3 of direct foreign investments come from
Russian companies. At the same time, Serbia, as
a result of the economic crisis that has gripped
her in the beginning of the global economic
crisis, the Russian Federation has provided soft
loans multiplying the cooperation for
infrastructure and energy projects. Bosnia &
Herzegovina as well, namely the Republika
Srpska, which is under the pro-Russian
leadership and which constantly threatens with
sucesion, is another hotspot in the diplomatic
battle between Russia and the West. Meanwhile,
by considering that most of the Western Balkan
countries are dependent on Russian gas,
(recalling the period between 2006 and 2009,
when Russia stopped supplying Ukraine with
gas), those faced with this challenge also had
problems about compensation for the lack of
gas.²
This diplomatic maneuver is done so that the
Russian Federation has a card to achieve its
strategic goals - disorientation and complicating
the path of the Balkans states towards EuroAtlantic integration. Florian Beiber from the
Center of Studies on Eastern Europe at the
University of Graz, on an interview to the portal
in Serbian language, stated: "We know that the
EU's relations with Russia have deteriorated and
that Russia can play a negative role in the region
and it is necessary to send a clear signal that by
taking reform measures as well as improving
regional cooperation, these countries can
advance their path towards the EU because
there are no other alternatives." He further
stated that "Germany does not view with
concern the interest of Russian investors in the
region, but the Russian authoritarian model that
can be implemented in the region, which we
have seen in Macedonia, where Russia is
supporting the current government...Not that
they are pro Russians, but tend to look closer to
that kind of authoritarianism in Russia.
Therefore, in this respect the role of Russia in
the region is seen as negative.”³

Countries with which it aims to achieve these
objectives are Serbia, Montenegro, Bosnia and
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The stagnation of enlargement
process

T

he inancial crisis caused an enourmous
distrust of European citizens towards the
entity's institutions. European citizens
started to increasingly return their attention to
political alternatives of the extreme right or left,
as a result.⁴
Populism in Europe is growing more and more.
In addition, the European project is increasingly
being undermined by strict management budget
cuts, which is manifested with popular
discontent. Dissatisfaction is also re lected with
the growth of ksenophobia due to the arrival of
illegal immigrants from the Balkans region,
including the refugee's coming from war zones
in the Middle East. Occasional incidents against
immigrants, i.e. cases of killings commited by
the extreme right party "Golden Dawn", unveiles
the tension that is re lected.⁵
Increasing populism patterns has damaged and
continues to hurt the iscal measures taken by
traditional right or left political parties. Facing
with more and more popullarity of extreme
right-wing parties, which insist that the national
states require the return of sovereignty from
Brussels; limit the arrival of illegal immigrants
from North Africa, the Balkans and the Middle
East, mainly, are those elements that have led to
an increase of euroscepticism. Many European
leaders, seeing the non-growing popularity of
enlargement policy, began to raise the alarm
about the necessity of pausing this process,
noting that after the accession of Croatia on 1
July 2013, the other candidate and potential
candidate countries should bear in mind that
the European Union is unable to continue
absorbing other states for at least another 5
years period.⁶

The Western Balkans' crossroad
Taking into account the European leaders'
statements including those of of icials in
Brussels; taking into account the great attention
that is devoted to solving the inancial problems
that have aﬀected the euro area; taking into
account the con lict in Ukraine, and considering
the refugee crisis, the crossroad in which the
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Western Balkans inds itself, is getting more and
more complex.
The non-readiness of the political leaders of
Bosnia & Herzegovina to meet the European
leaders requests about the need to reform the
institutional system, in order to be able to
overcome the obstacles which are related to
meeting the Copenhagen criteria, constitute an
important element of complexity of the
process.⁷
Institutional con iguration that was
implemented as a product of the Dayton
agreement, although managed to stop the
bloody con lict, continues to pose a problem for
the functionality of the state - partly as a result
of the lack of con idence from three ethnic
groups. Thus has become a real issue - seriously
hampering the European perspective of the
state.⁸
To help accelerate the process, UK and Germany
took the initiative – the new strategic approach,
in November 2014, to foster institutional
reforms at all levels of government, pushing
authorities to undertake broad reforms to
implement economic and political Copenhagen
criteria.⁹
However, this proper initiative is encountering
political obstacles. One of them is - the President
Milorad Dodik call about the necessity of
holding a referendum regarding the
recon iguration of the institutional powers of
prosecutors and judges at the federal level. This
call was met with ierce opposition from EU
diplomats, noting that this process will not be
able to avoid the negative consequences
towards the path to EU. Their statements were
justi ied under the pretext that the holding of
this referendum contradicts the Dayton
accords.¹⁰
The non-functioning state problem is now
added by the growing tendency of the Russian
Federation to consolidate its in luence in the
region after losing ground during the 90's
following the collapse of the Berlin Wall.¹¹
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The signi icance and
destabilizing potencial of Serbia

C

ultural, religious and historical links and
heritage of Serbia and Russia have been
used increasingly in favor of the
promotion and strengthening of mutual interest.
The former has retained in luence in our region
based on diplomatic and military strength of
Russian Federation, while the letter has used
Serbia as a tool to expand its in luence on
preventing the integration of the Balkans under
the sphere of the West as well as to have easier
access to the Mediterranean and Adriatic Sea.
The strengthening of this in luence is largely
linked to the Russian strategic investments in
energy, in gas pipelines, in particular, followed
by the signing of a multi-million contract to
extend the gas network in the Balkans. I.e
Serbia's State Oil Company has been already
privatized by the Russian state-owned company,
Gazprom.

Russia calculates also, in case of
membership, that it can continue to
keep its in luence within the
European bloc.
However, the South Stream pipeline project,
which was planned to surpass the Ukrainian
territory to supply the Europe through the
Balkan region, was stopped due to the EU's
request to respect its laws on competition, the
so-called Third legislative package on the
internal market on gas and electricity.¹⁴
The strength of Russian in luence is extended in
security ield as well. Russia has recently signed
an agreement with Serbia's Armed Forces on
technical cooperation – cooperation in
education and healthcare, in particular. In
addition to that, this agreement intends to
modernize Serbia's army through equipment
purchases.¹⁵

calls for military neutrality of the armed forces.
In September this year, the Serbian military
forces joined Russian and Belarusian military
forces in the joint exercise, called Slavic
Brotherhood, on the Russian territory. The
European Commission reacted immediately
stating that it "sends the wrong signal."¹⁷
European Commission spokeswoman said that
"We expect Serbia to act in conformity of
obligations derived by EU integration process".
The crisis in Ukraine proved once again the
existence of strategic cooperation between the
two countries. The Western countries appeal to
impose sanctions on Moscow was not followed
by Serbia on the grounds that the Russian
Federation and Serbia have signed a strategic
agreement and intends not to exacerbate these
raports. Meanwhile, the foreign policy
announced by the Serbian leadership tends to
follow national interests by keeping and
cultivating fraternal relations with Russia, in
parallel with advancing the agenda on
ful illment of conditions set by the European
Union about the accession process. In the
meantime, according to the EU treaty, a country,
which enjoys a candidate status, should start to
align its foreign policy with that of Brussels, as a
sign of willingness and seriousness to become
equal with other EU member states.
The pressure from Brussels and Washington on
Serbia to re lect on its foreign policy was added
recently by a visit that Prime Minister
Aleksandar Vučić paid to Washington. The
invitation was made by the Vice President
Joseph Biden. The meeting is expected to be
characterized by the theme of the necessity of
Serbia to commit to full illment of standards
imposed by the EU and to clarify its foreign
policy.

In 2007, the Parliament of Serbia adopted the
text of the Resolution on the Protection of
Sovereignty, Territorial Integrity and the
Constitutional Order, including an article¹⁶ that
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Kosovo and it’s north

W

ith unde ined subjectivity and
integrity by the international
community (UN), Kosovo is obliged,
despite the legal opinion of the International
Court of Justice, dated 22 July 2010, to respond
to the request of UN General Assembly to engage
in a dialogue, mediated by the EU, about its
internal rearrangement. The integration of
northern Kosovo under the jurisdiction of the
Republic of Kosovo; the successful integration of
Serbs in political and institutional life; the
recognition from ive EU countries; the signing
of the SAA Agreement (although slightly
diﬀerent from that signed by other countries of
the region, precisely because of the refusal of
recognition of Kosovo by 5 EU states), visa
liberalization, the normalization of relations
with Serbia, as key in meeting the EU standards
on promoting good neighbourly relations, are
obstacles and processes through which Kosovo
inds itself.Handicapped by weaknesses in
governance, followed by the problem of the lack
of international subjectivity, geo-political shpere
can be a concern for the future of Kosovo,
whithout excluding the possibility of aﬀecting
the interests of the EU in relation to the process
of integration of Western Balkan countries.
By signing the agreement for establishing the
Community of Serb Municipalities, the aim is to
achieve integration of parallel institutions under
the institutional framework of the republic.
However, taking into account the primary
objective of Serbia's foreign policy: nonrecognition of the independence and increasing
attempt to sabotage the project of
independence, the establishment of Community
of Serb Municipalities will enable Serbia to
extend its in luence in state-building process in
Kosovo.

organized in two garrisons; one serving for the
territory of the Republic of Kosovo and the other
for the territory of Community of Serb
Municipalities. Political eﬀects of this formula
will have an eﬀect on the process of Kosovo's
future towards NATO membership. Most
probably, Kosovo will be forced to pass a
resolution in Parliament to declare its armed
forces neutral, with other words, to prohibit
Kosovo's membership in any multilateral
military organization, including that of the North
Atlantic Alliance (NATO). Recalling the day after
the accession of Croatia and Albania in NATO,
the Serbian institutions reaf irmed it’s stance
towards neutrality of it’s armed forces neutral,
justifying its willingness not to join any
supranational security mechanism.
That the Russian Federation will use all the
means at its disposal to prevent further
expansion of NATO borders, the last case
stipulates that. In June this year, the Russian
Ambassador to Sweden, Viktor Tatarintseva,
threatened to take measures if Sweden and
Finland continue their eﬀorts to join the
Western military alliance. He further warned,
saying that "President Putin has signaled that
there will be consequences and that Russia
would consider military intervention and will
make riorientaition of troops and ballistic
missiles." "A state which decides to join NATO
should be cautious about the risks that may be
exposed."²⁰

Most probably, Kosovo will be forced
to pass a resolution in Parliament to
declare its armed forces neutral,
with other words, to prohibit
Kosovo's membership in any
multilateral military organization,
including that of the North Atlantic
Alliance (NATO).

Given the Russian in luence in the region, it is
not surprising that Russia will use this
institutional mechanism as a tool to exert geopolitical in luence in the region.¹⁹
Similarly, the transformation process of KSF in a
regular army will be followed by opposition
from Belgrade. In this scenario, there is a
possibility that the future army of Kosovo will be
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Let's also recall the European Council decision
on the implementation of trade and economic
sanctions against the Russian Federation as a
result of the crisis in Ukraine, and the
annexation of the Crimea in particular. The
19
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European Union, in comformity of Copenhagen
criteria, urged candidate countries (Albania,
Montenegro, Serbia, Turkey) and potential
candidates (Kosovo and Bosnia-Herzegovina), to
follow its decision to enforce sanctions against
the Russian Federation. Kosovo responded to
this call positively, despite the low level of trade
relations.
Russian strategic aim, among other things, is
sabotaging/complicating/blocking/preventing
other countries which seek membership in
NATO. So, establishing the Community of Serb
Municipalities, most probably, except for Serbia,
will also serve Russia in achieving its strategic
objective.

Macedonia and the
Ohrid Agreement

F

reedom House describes Macedonia as a
state with transitional government or
hybrid regime. The report further
highlights the history of parliamentary and
presidential elections, which were characterized
by biased coverage of progovernment media and
abuse of administrative resources, which led to a
long boycott by opposition political forces.²¹
The aﬀair with interceptions launched in public
by the main opposition party LSDM, headed by
its leader Zoran Zaev, further shook the
democratic basement and institutions. Brussels
and Washington diplomatic mechanisms were
immediately put into action trying to mediate a
dialogue in order to reach an agreement
between the government and the opposition on
stabilizing the democratic institutions. After a
marathon negotiation process, they came up
with a political agreement on the stabilization of
the political situation.²²
On the other hand, the Russian diplomacy was
not absent in this regard. It supported the
government side, justifying its action under the
pretext that the West is using the opposition
parties, especially Albanian's, to overthrow the
government in response to Gruevski's
government lack of readiness to impose
sanctions against Russian Federation.²³
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So the purpose of these Russian diplomatic
interventions was to expand its geopolitical
in luence in the region by becoming a
negotiating party. This position would enable
the achievement of its goal in the disruption of
the countries of the region towards the
realization of their objectives for reform and
social democratization of the state and
institutional system.²⁴
Meanwhile, taking into the consideration of
corruption phenomenon which the entire region
suﬀers greatly from, not excluding the political
parties, the eﬀorts to achieve the objective to
push forward the implementation of the Ohrid
Agreement are slim. This has contributed in
part, in raising tensions on the political scene by
disabling Albanians and Macedonians, including
other ethnic groups, to focus on the attention
that should be given to equal economic
development, social and institutional
democratization and the rule of law.
This situation is contributing to tension which
inevitable favors Russian interests.

Albania – Greece's obstacle

I

n June last year, Albania of icially received
the candidate status for EU membership. To
make the opening of accession negotiations
possible, the European Commission has called
on Albania to focus on meeting ive criteria: the
creation of a professional and depoliticized
administration; strengthening the independence
of judicial institutions; the ight against
corruption; the ight against organized crime,
and; protection and promotion of human
rights.²⁵
In addition to these criteria, the neighboring
country - Greece has warned that the road of
Albania towards Brussels depends on Albania's
success in overcoming the obstacles such as:
demarcation of the maritime boundary - a
process which is still pending as a result of a
negative decision of Constitutional Court; the
issue of topography and the abolishing of the
Law of War, which is still in force, despite
Albania's accession to NATO.²⁶
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Montenegro in the midst of ire
In a recent visit he made to Albania, Greek
Foreign Minister made it clear that Albania's
path towards EU will not be easy if the former
does not solve the remaining problems with its
southern neighbor.²⁷
Russian in luence can be noted here as well.
During negotiations on the debt restructuring,
right after Syriza came to power, the new
government declared that the agreements
reached by the previous governments should be
renegotiated because they are harmful to the
country's economic future. Reluctance to
consider the demands of Greece from Brussels
caused tension which set in motion the Greek
diplomacy to seek help to other countries, like
Russia. During the meeting with Russian
President Vladimir Putin, the latter stated that
Russia is ready to help Greece with soft loans in
order to help stabilize the country's inancial
situation.²⁷
So, the intention of increasing Russian in luence
in the region appeared in Greece, despite the
lack of understanding with Greece, after
reaching agreement with creditors to
restructure the loan agreement. Meanwhile, the
Russian Federation is trying through Greece to
disrupt the integration process of the Western
Balkan countries towards euro-atlantic alliance.
Meanwhile, the Russian Federation published
the list of countries that must be banned to
export food to Russia. Albania is among those in
the list.²⁹
Meanwhile, Russian in luence has been
observed recently in the socio-cultural sphere as
well. Russian Embassy in Tirana announced the
public in September of this year, about its
initiative to oﬀer Russian language courses
whose target may be interested students.
Recalling measures that have already been taken
from the Russian Federation in terms of its
presentation of literature in other Western
countries in order to increase its reputation. I.e
at the end of June this year, a festival of Russian
books was organized at which at least 100
volumes of Russian literature into English were
presented.³¹

D

espite notable progress towards meeting
membership criteria and despite
Montenegrin diplomacy agreeing to
impose sanctions against the Russian
Federation, the role of the latter can not be
easily ignored. Expanding markets re lect the
possibility of the intervention of a certain state
to protect or advance the rights of investors they
originate from. This applies especially to
countries with extractive political and economic
institutions, as Russia is. Russian economy
suﬀers from an oligarchic system shaped after
the fall of the Berlin Wall, namely after
democratic change there. This system enables
the creation of an oligarchic clientele between
political leadership and various businessmen.
Such countries tend to use the business to
achieve diplomatic objectives through foreign
investments.
However, although foreign direct investment by
Russian companies make up the opportunity to
increase Russian in luence in the region, the EU
is still ranked more attractive as the economic
entity retains its great in luence in the political
and economic life of Montenegro. Montenegro's
af irmative response to EU's request to impose
sanctions on the Russian Federation, shows that
EU retains substantial in luence on political and
economic developments of the country.
However, the decision of North Atlantic Council
about the possibility of granting Montenegro
acceding invitation must be noted. NATO
Secretary, Stoltenberg, at the last meeting that
he had with the Montenegrin Prime Minister,
Gjukanoviҫ, said that the foreign ministers of
NATO member states will assess, at the end of
this year, the Montenegrin state progress
towards meeting the criteria for membership.³²
So there is a possibility that next year, NATO will
have a new member.
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Conclusions and Reccomandations

R

ussian Federation, as a regional power,
after the fall of the Berlin Wall, has
experienced a drastic decline of its
diplomatic, economic and political reputation.
As President Vladimir Putin claimed, "The
destruction of the Soviet Union was the greatest
geo-political tragedy of the twentieth century."³³
This claim is seen by many International
Relations analysts as a wake-up call for Russian
citizens to rebuild pedestal state it once enjoyed
in the past century. Examples such as the
creation of the Euro-Asia Union which consists
of former Soviet Union countries, the annexation
of Crimea as a reaction of western plans to
integrate Ukraine into its bosom, the resistance
of Russian diplomacy to the West calls to get rid
oﬀ President Assad, the diversi ication of natural
gas export (a bilateral deal with China), and
attempt to intervene diplomatically in the
Balkans – in part through the relatively large
presence of FDI originating in Russia and partly
of the historical narrative of traditional ties with
the Orthodox peoples, has to raised the alarm
for Brussels and Washington. Increasing
diplomatic eﬀorts in terms of investments in
infrastructure and energy as was the case
recently with Vienna Summit, the successor to
the Summit of Berlin - is one of the ways to
acelerate the entry of the Western Balkan
countries in EU.³⁴ The next Summit is expected
to be held in Paris in August next year. This is
the most serious initiative since the Thessaloniki
Summit in 2003, where of icially EU countries
gave the membership perspective to the Western Balkan countries.

First, complete the democratic map of
this region by finally turning the page on
old hatreds and rivalries;

Second, kick-start prosperity and growth
by connecting the countries of the region
with new roads, railslinks, ports and
energy infrastructure

Third, join forces to make the Balkans a
no-go zone for today's most pernicious
threats to strong statehood and individual
liberty: violent extremism, corruption and
criminality, and the sleazy autocrats and
oligarchs who come bearing gifts that
promote their own interests,
not yours”.35

In a speech in Croatia, the Assistant Secretary,
Bureau of European and Eurasian Aﬀairs,
Victoria Nuland, said that the Balkan leaders and
its citizens must focus their eﬀorts on three
things:
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Reccomandations
The EU's inancial institutions must ind ways of
inancing energy and infrastructure projects in
order to have a more signi icant boost to
economic progress of Western Balkans states
making their interests further converged. This
might eﬀect to better coordinate the process of
implementation of standards for EU
membership;
Considering the natural resource - gas as one of
the most ef icient resources Russian Federation
has at its disposal to extend its in luence in the
region, the inancial assistance must increase to
enable the realization of the TAP project that
crosses from Azerbaijan towards Italy, in
particular, extending gas system to Kosovo,
Montenegro, Serbia and Bosnia and
Herzegovina;

Recognition of independence and international
subjectivity from 5 EU countries must be one of
the central objectives of the most powerful
countries of the EU;
Economic development, rule of law and further
social and institutional democratization must be
the central focus of EU foreign policy. This is the
most ef icient way to ensure long-term stability
to the Western Balkan countries.

Increase projects funding for Western Balkans
NGOs that aim to advance the principles of good
governance, increase transparency and
accountability, strengthen institutional
mechanisms of the justice system, consolidate
further the institutional and social democracy,
increase eﬀort for protection and promotion of
the rights of marginalized groups and ethnic
minorities;
Increase diplomatic pressure through the use of
stick and carrot policy regarding nonintervention in the internal aﬀairs of Serbia
towards Kosovo through the Association signed
recently; Bosnia & Herzegovina shall delegate
more competencies to the federal level by
making possible the change of the constitution
which would be acceptable to the member
countries of the EU; and Macedonia, which
should increase eﬀorts to fully implement the
Ohrid Agreement in order to contribute to
easing ethnic tensions that can cost politically
and in terms of future security of Macedonia on
its path towards the EU;

Besides eﬀorts to implement new inancial
package agreed between the EU and Greece –
the former should also focus on pushing the two
countries to reach a compromise on the
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